only a general relationship between the groups. The figures are, unfortunately, without letterpress. In those reproduced on Plates 3 and 4 the artist has inserted some scrollwork intended to contain legends which were never written. The scenes are, however, very dramatically composed and tell their own story.
The colours of the original are weak and watery and do scant justice to the free drawing. The costume and draughtsmanship make us fairly confident in attributing these pictures to the thirteenth or early fourteenth century. It is less easy to suggest their place of origin. They do not resemble Italian or Flemish products of the period. The present writer inclines to the belief that they are of English or German workmanship, with a bias in favour of the former.
PLATE I, UPPER SECTION.
A deathbed scene. The patient lies on a bed, her head propped up on a pillow. Five other figures are represented, three at the side of the bed and two at the foot. Beginning from the extreme left we have (a) A tonsured monk, who supports (b) A physician, wearing the usual professional robe and cap. Having performed a urinoscopy, which has provided a very unfavourable prognosis, he lets fall the urine glass in his alarm and stands warning those in front of him. First among these is (c) A female figure. Her sex is betrayed by her head-dress. She stands with clasped hands imploring aid, and is supported by, (d) A tonsured monk.
(e) The fifth figure, possibly also a monk, turns towards the dying patient, perhaps to administer Extreme Unction.
PLATE I, LOWER SECTION.
This picture is of very great interest, and is probably the earliest yet brought to light representing the actual process of dissection. Illustrations dating from before the fifteenth century that depict this operation are very rare. Beside that before us we know of only two. They are:
(a) A series of figures of the thirteenth century reproduced by E. Wickersheimer in the Archiv fir Geschichte der Medizin of 1914. The volume is now inaccessible and we are unable to give the exact reference. Only the figure of the dissector is shown besides that of the corpse. The series illustrates different stages in the process of dissection.
(b) A post-mortem scene of the fourteenth century in a Guy de Chauliac MS. at Montpellier, MS. 184 frangais, folio 14 recto. This picture is somewhat damaged. It is badly reproduced in the admirable monograph on Guy de Chauliac by E. Nicaise, who describes iterroneously, as it appears to us-as " Une le,on d'anatomie." It represents a scene in a death-chamber where the friends of the deceased remain, some of them praying, while the medical attendants conduct a post-mortem examination. (c) A third picture which Nicaise interprets as an anatomical scene is found in a Proven9al translation of Guy de Chauliac, deposited in the Vatican Library. This exquisite miniature, enclosed in an initial, shows two figures, perhaps professor and pupil, contemplating or inspecting, but certainly not dissecting, a wasted corpse. It has not been reproduced.
Our figure on Plate I, lower section, shows a female corpse opened from xiphisternum to symphysis pubis. The body has been eviscerated, and within it can be seen the line of the vertebral column, while the organs lie around. Above can be distinguished the kidneys and perhaps the intestines, below are the heart and perhaps the stomach. At the foot of the cadaver stands the dissector with a knife in his left hand and the liver in his right. He wears a cap, and his dress has been girded up. His countenance exhibits alarm and surprise as he is'interrupted in his nefarious task by a physician and a monk. The physician wears the cap and robe of his profession, and touches the dissector with a warning finger, while he upbraids him with raised hand. The monk behind wears his cowl. Both look reproachfully at the criminal, who is, perhaps, some low surgeon.
This picture, presenting the dissector in an unfavourable light, is, so far as we know, quite unique in the earlier history of the subject. It is the more remarkable in that the series of which it is a member was evidently intended to illustrate a medical work. It gives us a glimpse of a period when dissection, though already practised, was yet reprobated by some classes of medical men.
PLATE II, UPPER SECTION.
Here we have a consultation represented. All the patients are women. The physician in cap and gown sits in his chair. To him enter a series of patients. The first wears a long veil which she has raised, and she points with her right hand to her forehead, while in her left she carries a vessel containing, presumably, a drug, to which the doctor points with his right hand. He is advising her how to apply it. The second waits her turn, and is apparently suffering from some injury or disease of the right eye, to which she points, and which is differently represented to the left. The third carries a urine bottle in her hand. and is engaged with the fourth lady, who is apparently vomiting. Finally comes a male figure, who gleefully clasps a purse. He is, perhaps, the doctor's assistant, whose function it is to collect the fees.
PLATE II, LOWER SECTION.
This picture is less easy to interpret. The mounted figure is the physician, who is dressed as before. Behind him stand five female figures and before him a male bearing a hawk (or a dove). He has perhaps paid his visit and is now leaving. He holds up an admonitory finger, while the male figure who does the same is maybe urging his good lady to obey the doctor's orders.
PLATE III, UPPER SECTION.
The patient, again a woman, is in a swoon or trance, and has evidently been taken for dead. She lies on the bed, her head propped up on a pillow, candles by her side, and a bowl of holy water on her bosom. The bed covering is shown flung aside. By her head stand the attendants in an imploring attitude, begging the physician's aid. Two of these attendants are distinctly delineated. The one in front is tonsured, while the figure behind wears the head-dress sometimes affected by surgeons of the period (see text figs. a and b). In front of the bed kneels a child, who, with clasped hands, also implores the physician for help.
At the foot of the bed is a group of six figures, of whom three can be clearly distinguished. Of these the first is the physician, garbed as before. With his right hand he seizes that of the patient, perhaps to feel the pulse. From his left proceeds an uninscribed roll. Behind the physician is a figure we would regard as male, and probably a surgeon. Behind him comes a third male figure.
PLATE III, LOWER SECTION. 1 Here the patient of the last picture has partially recovered, and a female attendant holds some object to her nose. This object is probably a pin rolled in wool and steeped in aromatic substance-a comemon prescription at the date of the MS. Between the figures a book has been allowed to fall. Behind the patient is the child of the last picture, who has by no lmeans recovered all his or her equanimity. Beyond stands the worthy physician clothed as before, and with a scroll proceeding from his hand. Behind him is a male figure. PLATE IV, UPPER SECTION.
Again a female patient is swooning. She is supported on either side by a female figure. We are unable fully to interpret the dog or other little animal represented below her, but would remind the reader that the application of some creature still living, or recently killed in horribly cruel fashion, was a frequently applied therapeutic measure among those who practised gynecology in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. To the right of the picture stand the physician and -a monk. PLATE IV, LOWER SECTION. The same group is represented as in the upper section. The patient's head-dress has now been removed and restoratives are being applied. The processes here depicted were favourite therapeutic measures in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and are recounted in numerous contemporary treatises on the diseases-of women (see Appendix A).
The attendant on the extreme left of the picture is placing to the patient's nose a burnt feather steeped in the vinegar or water contained in the bowl in her left hand. The attendant in the forefront of the picture is preparing a fire for the purpose of suffumigating the patient with some aromatic substance. Physician and monk stand by as before.
What manner of work were these miniatures intended to illustrate ? The pictures have the following characteristics:-(a) The patient is always a woman. (b) The remedies suggest those for peculiarly female ailments. (c) The physician is always represented as in alliance with clerics. (d) There is a reprobation of dissection. We may infer that the work for which these drawings were destined was one of that very numerous group that usually received the title "De passionibus mulierum" or " De secretis mulierum." This view is confirmed by examining some of the other items in the volume from which our slates are taken. Among these items are the following, all in thirteenth century hands (a) Numerous prescriptions for various gynmecological conditions scattered throughout the volume. (b) " Tractatus obstetricus de forma uteri et fetus in eo positionibus diversis. Etiam de fetus formatione" (folios 14 r. to 15 r.). The valuable figures illustrating this short treatise have been reproduced by K. Sudhoff in the Archiv fur Geschichte der Medizin, 1911, Plate II.
(c) The remarkable diagram of the structure of the uterus and adnexa, which we reproduce in a subsequent article (folio 13 v.).
(d) A description of the anatomy of the uterus taken from
Constantine the African (folios 15 r. to 16 v.).
(e) "Constantini liber de coitu . . . incipiens ita. Creator nolens animalium genus firmiter ac stabiliter permanere" (folios 18 to 21). Cf) " Liber de aegritudine mulierum . . . e Galeni Hippocraticis et Constantini libris . . . confectus (folios 21 to 26).
(g) " Scriptuncula de formatione fetus" (folios 26 to 27). (h), (i) Two gynecological fragments on folios 26 and 27. Assuming, then, that the figures were to illustrate a gynaecological MS., for whom and by whom was this document prepared? We suggest tlhat it is the handiwork of a residemnt in a monastery, and was not improbably intended for a monastic practitioner. The suggestion of a cleric engaged in practice of this kind will not be very surprising to those who-have perused some of the mediaev&l gynecological literature. Of course, some monasteries were by rule cut off from all intercourse with women. Nevertheless, it is not unusual to encounter a gyna3cological prescription emanating from some eminent cleric. An example of this happens to lie before us at the, moment in a late fourteenth century compilation (British Museum MS., Sloane 2,463, folio 200 verso): "This medecyne taught the Pryor of Bermondsey to a woman that was nygh dede on the fluxe of hyrre marice [matrix, womb] . To amend hyrre stomak he lete take two handful of the medell rynde of the brome and lete sethe hyt in thre potell of clere water to a potell; clense hit and putt therto half a pint of whyt suger and lete sethe eftsones and gef hyr to drynke." It is to be remembered that those in Orders were discouraged or forbidden by the Church from the practice of surgery, involving as it did the shedding of blood. In the practice of medicine the cleric had to compete with the experienced lay physician. There remained, however, the special group of the diseases of women, which were then treated as symptoms, with hardly ever any local examination. Women would, perhaps, be less disinclined to discuss their condition with clerics than with laymen, while moral influence would often be more helpful than medical skill. The most widely read medieval treatises on the subject were attributed respectively to Constantine Africanus and to Albertus Magnus-both clerics.
A considerable mass of mediaval vernacular gynecological literature lies scattered among our larger libraries. For whom was it intended ?
Clearly not for the physician, whose professional literature was always in Latin. It is quite unlikely that it was intended for the surgeon, for it seldom or never advises operative procedure, but relies on such treatment as drugs, baths, and stuphes. Nor was it in the main intended for the apothecary, for homely remedies are for the most part employed, while the pathological theory with which these works are full would be superfluous to him. Nor could the barber have been a student of works which seldom advise blood-letting. We suggest rather that this literature was intended for the women themselves, who would invoke the monastic practitioner with or without the aid of the physician in the more severe cases. A research into this accessible and easily interpreted material should yield interesting results.
We terminate our article by three extracts from this literature. The first illustrates well the type of treatment depicted in our plates. Indeed, it might have been written to illustrate Plate IV, Lower Section.
The remaining two extracts are the introductions to two early English gynecological works, which will give the reader an idea of the tone and method of these compilations. Pan they haue brought hem in to lPis world: and therfore in helpyng of women I wyl wright of women prevy sekenes the helpyng and that oon [one] woman may helpe another in her sykenesse & nought diskuren her previtees to such uncurteys men. But neuertheles who so euer he be Pat displesith [i.e., maltreateth, perhaps for dispisith] a woman for herr sekenesse pat sche hath of Pe ordynance of god he doth a gret synne for he dispisith nought allonely hem but god that sendith hem such seckenesse for her best. And Perfore no man shuld dispise oper for lPe disese Pat god sendeth hym but to haue compassion of hym & releuen hym yef [if] he myght.
[Note.-Since writing the above we have obtained a copy of the Archiv fiur Geschichte der Medizin, 1914, vol. vii. On p. 373 of that volume Professor Karl Sudhoff reproduces Plate I, lower section. He considers that the surgeon who has opened the body is demonstrating the seat of disease in the liver to the attendant physicians. The expression and pose of the figures, the obvious consternation of the dissector, the admonitory attitude of the physician and the monkish dress of his companion, as well as the manner in which the organs are scattered around, all seem to us to provide serious objections to this theory.] '. 
